Transmembrane interactions and the mechanisms of transport of proteins across membranes.
We have made observations, by double fluorescence staining of the same cell, of the distributions of surface receptors, and of intracellular actin and myosin, on cultured normal fibroblasts and other flat cells, and on lymphocytes and other rounded cells. The binding of multivalent ligands (a lectin or specific antibodies) to a cell surface receptor on flat cells clusters the cell receptors into small patches, which line up directly over the actin- and myosin-containing stress fibers inside the cell. Similar ligands binding to rounded cells can cause their surface receptors to be collected into caps on the surface, and these caps are invariably found to be associated with concentrations of actin and myosin under the capped membrane. Although these ligand-induced surface phenomena appear to be different on flat and rounded cells, we propose that in both cases clusters of receptors become linked across the membrane to actin- and myosin-containing structures. In flat cells these structures are very long stress fibers; therefore, when clusters of receptors become linked to these fibers, the clusters are immobilized. In round cells, membrane-associated actin- and myosin-containing structures are apparently much less extensive than in flat cells; therefore, clusters of receptors linked to these structures are still mobile in the plane of the membrane. We suggest that in this case the clusters are then actively collected into a cap by an analogue of the muscle sliding filament mechanism. To explain the transmembrane linkage, we propose that actin is associated with the plasma membrane as a peripheral protein which is directly or indirectly bound to an integral protein (or proteins) X of the membrane. Individual molecules of any receptor are not bound to X, but after they are specifically clustered into patches, a patch of receptors then becomes bound to S and hence to actin/myosin.